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The fastest growing social network for business is gathering more momentum than a rocket sled on 

rails. With over 400,000 visitors per month and exponential growth, this spider owns the Web. 

Both mainstream and new media are catching on to the SaleSpider success story and the compelling 

tale about how a stealth start-up led by a visionary entrepreneur has leapt into the forefront of what 

Time chose as their person of the year (social networking) for 2007 while commenting that leaders 

such as SaleSpider will "…change the way the world changes." 

In only 4 weeks 5 mainstream media outlets have featured In SaleSpider and here is what they had 

to say… 

The Baltimore Times called SaleSpider features "unique" among social networking sites. While the 

Beach and Bay Press was impressed with the over 25 billion dollars worth of sales leads, RFQs and 

RFPs posted on the site daily for people to cherry pick. 

New York City's leading investigative paper, The Black Star News was impressed by our free classified 

advertising and the numerous ways members can put it to use for promotions, sales and marketing. 

From hosts promoting radio shows to people selling the kitchen sink (yes, we have kitchen sinks for 

sale), SaleSpider classifieds make people money fast. 

New Media is catching on to the SaleSpider story too. Expert author and business blogger 

(blogginforbusinessbook.com) Ted Demopoulos highlighted in his January 17th feature. 

From Big Apple newspapers to expert bloggers, mainstream and new media around the globe are 

realizing the SaleSpider story is hot, hot, hot. 

Contact us and find out why SaleSpider is getting all this attention and why the  SaleSpider story is 

such a hit with readers from coast to coast. Give them a fantastic feature and a great opportunity to 

make more money! 

 About SaleSpider: 

SaleSpider is the leader in small business social media, featuring online tools and marketing solutions 

for member businesses to connect with an online community, and offering internet advertising 

solutions for companies to reach small businesses. 

SaleSpider’s offerings: 

SaleSpider.com- the largest small business social network with over 620,000 businesses  

A Social Media Platform to enables Third Party Social Networks 

The AdShare Network - an affiliate network of member sites, enabling businesses to reach millions of 

Internet users daily 

Opportunitymatching.com - a Facebook and web application that instantly matches opportunities to 

people daily, like a Dating Site for Business Opportunities 
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